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HLT52215 DIPLOMA OF SHIATSU
AND ORIENTAL THERAPIES
Diploma of Shiatsu and Oriental Therapies:
A Study in Health
Touch has long been considered important to our emotional
health, a powerful tool of connection to the world around us,
one that we have understood from the day we were born.
In Shiatsu, touch (through massage) is applied by the
practitioner in such a way that it affects every aspect of our
well-being – body, mind and spirit. Learning this ancient,
but still very capable therapy will open the door to
many new experiences, and if you are ready, will
change your life.

Study with a prestigious established
training college
At the College of Yoga Therapy & Zen Shiatsu
(COTY) we aim to go beyond the standard. With
a student-centred approach to learning. We keep
our classes small to create a learning environment
that enables students to develop and find their own
path to this ancient practice.
Our focus begins with you, your health and happiness
with training that embraces the physical, mental and
spiritual requirements that you will need to sustain a long,
professional career as a Shiatsu and Oriental Therapist.
COTY specialises in qi meridian based therapies with
comprehensive training in Chinese Medicine delivered by
TCM qualified practitioners. Study with like-minded peers in
Japanese based shiatsu and oriental therapies with a longestablished training college, your guarantee for high quality
training and investment security.
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WHAT IS SHIATSU?
Shiatsu is a healing art originating in
Japan that uses the power of touch and
pressure to enable each of us to contact
our own abilities for self-healing.
By working along the meridians (energy
pathways) of the body, touching on
specific acu-pressure points, and
rebalancing this energy, Shiatsu creates
a feeling of deep relaxation as well as
renewed vitality. It is often referred to as
“acupuncture without the needles.”
We consider Shiatsu to be one of the
best health care methods that can be
used in daily life that can not only treat
but prevent disease.

COURSE OVERVIEW
The course is predominately delivered face-to-face or e-learning option (with
a video link up from home). A blended delivery course with one-on-one and
group theory instruction, clinic-based case studies and simulated workplace
practice and assessment. COTY’s accredited trainers and assessors will ensure
your learning is relevant to the health care industry and future job prospects.
All practical sessions are trainer-led with students typically attending
monthly training blocks of 2 to 5 days (all spanning a weekend). The units
are sequenced in a way that allows for a logical progression of skills and
knowledge with professionally presented learning material that will be a
reference guide throughout your training and professional practice.
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UNITS OF COMPETENCY
The HLT52215 Diploma of Shiatsu and Oriental Therapies
has been designed to equip you to diagnose, assess and
treat individuals in a clinical, health care setting. Flexible
learning is achieved through a mix of face-to-face learning,
e-learning tutorials and online self-paced study and includes
(live digital) therapeutic meridian based yoga practise that
will help address and improve your physical capabilities to treat patients.
All face-to-face sessions are recorded to ensure you never miss a session
and available for review for the duration of your course.

The course includes:
MODULE

MODULE DESCRIPTION

CORE UNITS

CHCCOM006 Establish and manage client relationships
CHCDIV001

Work with diverse people

CHCLEG003

Manage legal and ethical compliance

CHCPRP003 Reflect on and improve own professional practice
CHCPRP005 Engage with health professionals and the health system
HLTAAP002

Confirm physical health status

HLTAAP003

Analyse and respond to client health information

HLTAID011

Provide first aid*

HLTINF004

Manage the prevention and control of infection

HLTSHU001

Work within a framework of traditional oriental medicine

HLTSHU002

Develop Shiatsu practice

HLTSHU003

Maintain personal health and awareness for traditional
oriental medicine practice

HLTSHU004

Perform Shiatsu therapy health assessments

HLTSHU005

Perform oriental therapies health assessments

HLTSHU006

Provide Shiatsu therapy treatments

HLTSHU007

Provide oriental therapies treatments

HLTSHU008

Adapt Shiatsu and oriental therapies practice to meet
specific needs

HLTSHU009

Monitor and evaluate traditional oriental medicine
treatments

HLTWHS004 Manage work health and safety
* not included in course fee
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UNITS OF COMPETENCY CONTINUED

MODULE

MODULE DESCRIPTION

ELECTIVE UNITS – a total of 3 must be completed
Business Management – at least 1 must be selected

BSBESB404

Market new business ventures

BSBESB401

Research and develop business plans

BSBESB406

Establish operational strategies and procedures for new
business ventures

BSBESB407

Manage finances for new business ventures

Other electives – up to 2 can be chosen

CHCAGE001

Facilitate the empowerment of older people

CHCCCS001

Address the needs of people with chronic disease

CHCDIS007

Facilitate the empowerment of people with disability

CHCMHS001 Work with people with mental health issues
CHCPOL003 Research and apply evidence to practice
CHCPRP001

Develop and maintain networks and collaborative
partnerships

CHCPRP002 Collaborate in professional practice

Course Inclusion
Scheduled training sessions and tutorials
Comprehensive digital course documentation
Supervised condition-based group teaching
practicums and mentoring sessions
Student Clinic for practical application of skills
and knowledge (pre-agreed training plan)
Stay connected with online access to COTY
Student Portal, e-learning and unlimited
access to practical demonstration video
resources for the duration of the course
Structured peer support workshops and clinics
An agreed schedule of fees and charges on
confirmed enrolment
Student Care Support program including
forums, online study resources & trainer
mentoring, support access
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PROGRAM OUTLINE

The focus of your training will be centred around clinical application of the
theoretical and practical skills and knowledge gained over the duration of the
course. You will study traditional and modern Shiatsu massage routines, the
meridians and point therapy as well as safe and effective lifting, stretching
and adjustment techniques to complement each therapeutic session.
Gain the hands-on experience you need for a real career in health care at
Your choice of:
COTY Natural Therapies Student Clinic under the guidance of
experienced Shiatsu and TCM (Chinese Medicine) practitioner
or a simulated workplace with real-time digital home clinical setting
or, approved off-campus trainer/practitioner.
A typical blended study program is delivered over an 18 month
period and includes:

1

Face-to-face and video link e-learning sessions (see
schedule), structured online and self-paced study,
theoretical and practical assessments with industry
approved clinical practice.
The face to face sessions include one-on-one and
group sessions in a simulated workplace environment
(our college clinic or approved off campus trainer/
practitioner). Assessments are included in your faceto-face hours with the balance either written theoretical,
online, media and other projects. REMEMBER: This is not
tertiary style learning with exams and pass grades! We are here to prepare you
to work in the complementary health care industry amongst peers in allied
health care. Assessments are only there as a guide for you and our trainers to
better understand your learning needs and tailor your training to suit.
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PROGRAM OUTLINE CONTINUED

2

Structured online tutorials that focus on the theoretical
understanding of information required for each face-toface session. This helps keep your practical sessions fun,
informative, but more importantly, tailored to your learning
requirements. COTY online learning includes
written and media (including videos)
simulated workplace scenarios, learning
experiences and assessments.

3

Traditional learning
methods that include assisting senior level
practitioners at the college natural therapies clinic
or approved off campus trainer/practitioner. This is
supported with supervised clinical practice to develop
clinical treatment and client care methods. The assisting
and supervised clinic hours require your commitment
outside the course hours.

4

Industry standards require 200 hours of clinical practice
establishing standard Shiatsu treatment protocols. These hours can
be completed at the college natural therapies student clinic or with
an approved off campus trainer/practitioner. Clinic practice requires your
commitment outside the course hours and must be completed within 2
years of course commencement date. These hours include shifts working
in clinic administration and managerial duties designed to develop well
rounded vocational training experience in a monitored environment
additional to these hours).
As part of this component you will be given the opportunity to
demonstrate your skills in the wider community for promotional
purposes of Shiatsu and your college. An invaluable opportunity for
any therapist – giving to the wider community.

5

Self-initiated research in specialty
areas. Learn how to expand your
learning with self-paced study,
clinic based field work, professional
development as well as completing
written assignments and conducting
assignment research.
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LOCATION
All face-to-face classroom-based training (including live digital sessions),
clinical attendance and teaching practicums will be delivered to students at
the GLADESVILLE campus of COTY in New South Wales, Australia or approved
off campus trainer/practitioner.

RECOGNITION OF YOUR EXISTING SKILLS
Your previous experience and life skills may help save
you valuable time - by receiving Recognition for Prior
Learning (RPL) credits. RPL may reduce the amount of
study you need to complete or fast-track your study
and so that you can achieve the qualifications you’re
looking for in much less time.
You will also get to learn and build new skills, rather
than repeating things that you already know – so you
ensure your precious time is well spent.
Only a Registered Training Organisation (RTO) can assess
your eligibility for RPL, and here at COTY we go extra lengths for our students
by helping you figure out which of your existing skills, experience, or trainings
are relevant to your career goals. Don’t forget this can be from your school or
working life, volunteering, or previous study.
Not Sure? You can call us on 9817 0078 to arrange a free-skills assessment
with your course advisor.

COTY RPL PROGRAM
Students come to us from many different backgrounds. If you are already
experienced in some of our course areas, you may be able to apply for RPL. There
are three main areas that are considered during an RPL process. These are:
Existing work experience. The practical work experience you have gained to
date may have provided you with solid skills and knowledge
that are of relevance to this course. Work experience may be
informal, formal, full time, part time, voluntary, or paid.
Existing qualifications. You may have completed
educational courses that have provided you with knowledge
and understanding that is of relevance to the course of study.
For example, if you have another TAFE course or unit, this may
count as credit toward a unit included in this qualification.
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COTY RPL PROGRAM CONTINUED

Life skills and experience. Your general life experiences
and the skills you have developed over time may also count
toward the qualification you wish to complete.
Anyone who has previous knowledge, experience, or skills
that are relevant to this course can apply for RPL, regardless
of whether your training or experience was in Australia or
abroad. To be successful, you need to be able to provide
evidence of the skills and knowledge you have gained.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
We are flexible in our evaluation of your readiness to start your training.
You will need to have a high level of language, literacy and numeracy
ability, sufficient to, communicate ideas and expected session outcomes
with clients and perform administrative tasks in a working clinic.
COTY can provide you with learning support if you are struggling with
course content. These skills are vital life skills, but we can help you achieve
good literacy, language and numeracy abilities through additional tuition
or recommending external resources if required.
Not sure? Give our course advisor a call, we are here to help.

ENROL IN YOUR DREAM
At COTY we understand that you have your own individual learning style and
offer flexible learning options giving you more flexibility and study/life balance.
Study what you want, when you want it.
With our Bespoke Training Programs, you can study what you want when
you want by choosing a delivery option that suits your learning style, time
commitment and lifestyle.
The duration of a Typical Delivery Program
for this course is 18 months and includes:
All practical modules are delivered in
face to-face tutorials at COTY or real time
e-learning sessions
All student clinic requirements delivery
through the COTY student clinic or
approved trainer/practitioner
Online learning modules and units of competency
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ENROL IN YOUR DREAM CONTINUED

Home study including research, skill development in shiatsu and other oriental
therapies
Regardless of where you are in Australia (or overseas), we have great professional
training options that will get you qualified in shiatsu and oriental therapies and
diagnosis. Bespoke delivery options that include:
e-Learning with real time digital attendance
e-Learning simulated student clinics and assessments
Traineeship placements with local approved trainer/shiatsu practitioners
Online study via the COTY Learning Management System and Moodle delivery
program

Get REAL
Skills for a REAL
Career with COTY –
Australia’s Leading
College in
Oriental Based
Therapies
Contact us for your free skills assessment today!

Ph: +612 9817 0078
Email: courses@coty.nsw.edu.au
Web: www.shiatsu.nsw.edu.au
A deposit is required on acceptance of application to confirm enrolment. COTY
offers all students monthly interest free payment plans for the remaining fees.
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